
Q & A from Fall II Interpretation Meeting #1 

Dated March 1, 2021 

 

1. I think it is 4.5 meters or 5 yards at a drop ball? NFHS is 4 yards, IFAB 4.5 yards 
(because the metric system is the standard and 4 meters translates to 4.5 yards) 
 

2. If the ball hits the ref and goes out of bounds because it hit the ref is there a 

consequence? There is nothing new in the interpretation of this scenario, the referee is 

part of the field like a goal post, corner flag. So if white kicks the ball off the referee 

(and the ball does not remain on the field) and goes over the touch line it is a throw in 

for blue. However, as we know there are no throw-ins this season, so the restart is a 

kick-in at the average waists of the players. 

 

3. So the defensive team can force a ceremonial restart by making a wall? No only if the 

offensive team ask for 10 yards or the referee becomes involved in the play /area. 

 

4. If player wants a quick restart right after you blow the whistle is he allowed? Yes 

 

5. So a goal kick can go past halfway line? Yes 

 

6. Why does it make a difference if the ref drops the ball or just leaves it on the ground 

for the kick? On a drop ball, the ball shall touch the ground before it is in play. Referee 

drops ball from waist level. 

 

7. Drop ball is only 1 player now? Yes ALL the time. 

 

8. On that goal kick that hits the back of an opposing player in the penalty area, has to 

have been restarted by a whistle, right? No.  

 

9. All restarts need a whistle? No 

 

10. Are these rules for the Spring season or next Fall? Spring season only as of now. 

 

11. How about unintentional balls hitting off players head? Play soccer. Only “Intentional” 

Head balls are whistled for. 

 

12. I thought gaiters not allowed? MIAA allows gaiters. Local cities/towns may supersede 

and not allow. Check with AD.   

 

13. Are the silicone inserts allowed to be worn under the masks? As long as the mask 

meets the MIAA description in the Fall II 2021 guidelines put out. 

 

14. In Fall 1 there was 4 quarters, Is this carried into Fall II? No play 2-40 minute halves. 

Referees will issue a 2-minute mask and water break for both teams at an appropriate 

stoppage point around the 20 minute mark in both the 1st and second halves. 

 



15. Are throw ins allowed? No, When the ball crosses the touchline, the restart will be a 

“kick-in,” which will be treated the same as all other indirect kicks - including that the 

opposing team members must be at least 10 yards from the ball. The ball will be 

placed on the spot on the touchline where the ball went out of bounds or behind it. It is 

important to note that the kick-in is indirect and therefore the off-sides rule is in play. 

The kick in must remain below the waist. If the kick rises above the average waists of 

the players, the opposing team will gain the kick in. 

 

16. What is the height allowed on corner kicks? No restriction. 

 

17. Are all restarts requiring a whistle? No 

 

18. Do the players have to stay on the field during a “mask break.” And are substitutions 

allowed during that time? Players may stay on the field or off the field for a mask break 

as long as the social distancing requirements (6 feet) for players and coaches while on 

the sideline area are adhered to. Unlimited substitutions.   

 

19. Are we responsible for correct ball pressure? Yes, part of referee pregame 

responsibilities. 

 

20. What is average height again? Average waist height of the players. In the opinion of 

the referee. 

 

21. So corners can go in the air but kick ins can not  can free kicks go in the air? The only 

restart restriction is on kicks ins for a throw-in (no throw in allowed). All other DFK’s 

and IFK’s no restrictions. 

 

22. Still can’t put hands on the opponent? It is a violation to place your hands on any part 

of an opposing team member’s body. It will result in an indirect free kick for the 

opposing team. 

 

23. What is the restart if there is an injury on the field the whistle is blown and no team is 

in possession of the ball? Before it was a drop ball between opposing players. What is 

it now? Drop Ball to the team that last possessed where they last touched it. 

 

24. You mentioned that defensive walls are allowed but you are also saying players need 

to maintain 6 feet from each other so which one is it? No 6 feet distance required, this 

requirement from Fall I was removed for this Fall II season.  The only restriction is, as 

we discussed, that if the defending team forms a wall (3 or more players), then players 

of the attacking team must remain at least 1 yard away from the wall until the ball is in 

play. 

 

25. No where in the 9 page document does it mention players being 6 feet away during 

the run of play? Correct. 

 

26. Can you clarify PK’s once kicked and ball is still moving players can charge the ball 

and shoot? No! Penalty kicks will be handled in the same manner of a penalty 

shootout in that the ball will be dead once it has hit the goalkeeper or goal and its 



momentum is spent. No rebounds allowed. All the typical rules of a penalty shootout 

apply. If a goal is scored - it is a goal. If the ball goes over the goal line but is not a 

goal, it is either a goal kick or corner kick depending on the call of the official. If the ball 

rebounds off the goal or goalkeeper and comes to rest (momentum is spent) in the 

field of play, the restart will be a goal kick for the defending team. 

 

27. What if the PK kick goes off cross bar or keeper and it’s momentum is spent outside 

the PA area, is the ball live? No. Goal Kick 

 

28. COVID violation in the field is IDK - no height restriction, right? Correct. 

 

29. If a defender saves an obvious goal by heading, is it still considered to be a send off 

for the defender? There are different thoughts around this. It is not black and white / 

yes or no. Keep in mind as referees we know in normal times defensive heading to 

prevent a goal is not only expected but is actually quite admirable. While we do wish to 

prevent heading currently, to send off a player who responds to a shot, often as a pure 

reaction play, by heading the ball then to cause his/her team to play shorthanded, then 

that player is suspended for the next game, seems extreme and perhaps not 

consistent with the intent of the rule. The COVID foul for “Intentional” heading the ball 

is an IFK. As for the issuing a red card for a DOGSO violation ask yourself was it 

Intentional? Could it be more reactionary? If you red card the player for DOGSO is the 

restart now a PK? Was this the intent of the MIAA COVID rule? “It is in the opinion of 

the referee”. The MIAA Rule states “It is a violation to intentionally head the ball. It will 

result in an indirect free kick for the opposing team.” 

 

30. If the ball is headed on the goal line between the goal posts, the top of the 18 is the 

closest point? No. See clarification on this ruling. To date MIAA has not presented a 

document clarifying this. With that we must follow the MIAA guidelines as written today 

(unless a future clarification is published) and the NFHS rule. Walls are allowed and 

players can be within 6 feet of each other on any restart. If an “Intentional” heading 

occurs within 10 yards of the goal line then defenders can line up on the goal line just 

like they always could. It shall be managed just like any other IFK inside the PA. Same 

applies if the “Intentional” header is inside the goal area, the IFK restart will be placed 

on the six yard line and a wall can be setup on the goal line post to post. The new rule 

for the wall is in full effect. This can result in a quick free kick (QFK) or a ceremonial 

free kick (CFK, requires a whistle).     

 

Thank You, 
Fred Corey, EMSOA Interpreter 
Ric Beaudoin, State Interpreter 

 


